
LE CLOITRE DU CHATEAU PRIEURE
LICHINE 2011

MARGAUX - 2EME VIN

- CONSULTANT WINEMAKER : Stéphane DERENONCOURT -

OVERVIEW
The Prieuré-Lichine vineyard, created in the 12th century by the former
Benedictine monks or "Prieurs" (Superiors) of Cantenac, was awarded on
several occasions from 1444. In 1745, the cru was classified third growth of
Margaux and Cantenac by the Bordeaux Royal Administration and in 1855
the Prieuré growth was promoted to the rank of Fourth Classified Growth. In
1951, Alexis Lichine took over Château Prieuré-Cantenac. Through a strict
renovation program, this pioneer added new terroirs to his estate and rebuilt
the ancient priory home. In 1972, Alexis Created the estate's second wine; "Le
Cloître de Prieuré-Lichine" that benefits from the same care as the Classified
Growth. Today it is the safe hands of the Ballande Group. A new page of its
history is being written while new impetus has been injected.

VINEYARD
Soil: Gunzian gravel from the Garonne River
Surface: 24 hectares
Location: Cantenac, Labarde, Margaux, Soussans and Arsac.
Average age of the vineyard: 25 years
Grape varieties: 50% Cabernet Sauvignon / 45% Merlot / 5% Petit Verdot

BLEND
65% Merlot / 35% Cabernet Sauvignon

VINIFICATION
Manual harvest with manual sorting and optical-system sorting. No
crushing. Vatting for 25-30 days in stainless steel and concrete vats. Ageing
for 12 to 16 months : 40% second-fill barrels and 60% third-fill barrels.

WINE TASTING
Beautiful ruby-red colour, limpid and brilliant. The first nose is discreet,
fruity, developing, after a few circular movements, mint and black fruits
notes. The attack is supple, giving way to a well-balanced mid-palate with a
pleasant finish on fresh fruits (blackcurrant, blackberry). Hints of wood are
well-integrated, enhanced by a delicate tannic structure, balanced and
smooth in the mouth, typical from Margaux.

MATCHING FOOD AND WINE
Serve at 17-18°C with boletus mushroom roviolis, roasted leg of lamb or
rump steak, pepper and chanterelles creamy sauce. This wine will be perfect
with a good selection of cheeses.

AGEING POTENTIAL
From 5 to 10 years
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